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### Introduction

#### Outputs
- WGEI Activity Plan 2017-2019:
  - Activity 6 Mapping and networking with key external stakeholders

#### Workplan for 2019

1. **Key stakeholder networking and outreach**
   - Develop a WGEI stakeholder strategy
   - Initiate a multi-stakeholder group
   - Proposal for Tier 1 Funding
   - Engaging INTOSAI bodies

2. **Develop tools for SAI stakeholder engagement**
   - Briefing note on the role of SAIs in EI
   - Catalogue of donors funding SAIs in EI
   - Toolkit for fundraising and networking

3. **Participate in INTOSAI activities and events**
   - Attend the INCOSAI Governing Board
   - Attend KSC Goal 3 activities
Draft WGEI Stakeholder Strategy

• **2017 WGEI SC Meeting in Washington DC:**
  - Identified stakeholders
  - 4 stakeholder groups
  - Strategies at WGEI-level and SAI-level
  - Norway to summarize and propose a stakeholder strategy

• **Status**
  - Summarized the results
  - Proposed Activity 6 Workplan 2019
  - Develop a draft WGEI Stakeholder strategy 2020-2022 in line with the next 3-year WGEI Work plan
Outputs

DFID Funding proposal

- Submitted a funding proposal to the Department of International Development (DFID)

- Consortium:
  - Natural Resource Governance Institute (NRGI)
  - WGEI
  - Publish What You Pay (PWYP)
  - BudgIT Foundation
  - African Centre for Media Excellence (ACME)

- Not selected
- Alternative: IDC’s Tier 1 Global Call for Proposals
Outputs

WGEI Briefing note

- Developed a Briefing note on The Role of SAIs in the EI
- Finalized and uploaded in the WGEI website
- Can be shared with civil society organizations or other external stakeholders
Outreach to stakeholders and participation to INTOSAI events
**Outputs**

**Introduction**

**Workplan for 2019**

**Discussions**

**Outputs**

1. Key stakeholder networking and outreach
2. Develop tools for SAI stakeholder engagement
3. Participate in INTOSAI activities and events

**2017-2018**

- Draft WGEI stakeholder strategy
- Funding proposal to DFID
- Outreach: EITI, Oxfam, IDI, AFROSAI-E, CREFIAF, PASIE, Oil for Development, NRGI DFID, PWYP)
- Briefing note on the role of SAIs in EI
- ASEANSAI Meeting on October 2017
- EITI Conference on November 2017

**2019**

- Initiate a multi-stakeholder group
- Proposal for Tier 1 Funding
- Catalogue of donors funding SAI
- Toolkit fundraising/networking
Workplan for 2019

Introduction

Outputs

Discussions

i. Key stakeholder networking and outreach
- Develop stakeholder strategy 2020-2022
- Initiate a multi-stakeholder group
- Proposal for Tier 1 Funding
- Engaging INTOSAI bodies and other stakeholders

ii. Develop tools for SAI stakeholder engagement
- Catalogue of donors funding SAI
- Toolkit fundraising/networking

iii. Participate in INTOSAI activities and events
- INCOSAI meeting in Russia 2019
- EITI Global Conference 2019
Workplan for 2019

Develop Stakeholder Strategy 2020-2022
Develop Stakeholder Strategy 2020-2022

- Proposed prioritization of stakeholders:
  1. INTOSAI bodies
  2. NGOs and global initiatives
  3. Multilaterals and donors
  4. Industry organization

Discussion point: Does the SC agree with this priority list?
**Workplan for 2019**

**Proposal for Tier 1 Funding**

- Decision on whether to move forward with exploring the possibility of a Tier 1 proposal
- If decided; use DFID proposal as starting point
- Proposal needs to be based on actual funding needs
How can we engage **WGEI members and Regional Secretariats** in WGEI activities?

**First**: Reflect individually on actions (one for members and one for regional secretariats) to be taken to achieve this. Write down the actions on yellow notes *(4 min)*

**Second**: Work in pairs and discuss each others’ actions *(5 min)*

**Third**: Discuss proposed actions in plenary *(20 min)*
How can we engage INTOSAI regional secretariats in WGEI activities?